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SUBJECT MATTER ;
Some time back 'ilson Stevens wrote
us and suggested that we print articles on a variety of subjects not exhaustively covered in previous PLANE
TALKS. They range from information
for the beginner to specialist interests of various sorts. Here is
his list for the inspiration of members who always wanted to do a oiece
but couldn't think what to write
about:
. some articles for the Beginnino;
Plane Collector. Where, Why, What
and How.
.How do you clean them up so their
value is preserved?
.Cleaning, adjusting & some of the
little tricks member have learned.
. Source books for plane mfg. I
have soma made in USA near me that I
have never been able to find in
known sources.
.Tools and techniques used for making the planes.
.Different woods planes were made
from. What is best? Boxwood? What
wood is worst? Pine? What's the most
stable? etc.
.What is the composition of the
iron they used. What Rockwell Hardness? What was it tempered to?
.The thickness of the blades &
how it reacts in usinp, the plane.
.What are the rare collectables?
have passed up all kinds of planes
o unlmown to me because my funds and
stora7e space is limited.
. here can we see good collections or discuss our plane inter.
ests with others:

IT'S THAT TrIE AGAIN
This is your final issue for 1983.
Sorry that it and Vol.VIII-3 are late
but between sloth and procrastination your editor just can't keep up.
Dues for 1984, *10, are now nayable.
Please send your check drawn to 7-A.P.:3
to the SecretaryTreasurer whose name
and address. appear on the masthead.
flew members should note that our publication schedule is Irreular but
we have never yet failed to produce
our four Issues for each year.
S.W.E.A.T. IS FORTHCOMING
An organization intended to increase
the understanding of early arts and
trades and drawing its membership
largely from people in demonstration
or related roles at museums and similar institutions has been launched.
Called the Society of Workers in
Early Arts & Trades, its first meeting will be at Colonial Williamsburg on Sept. 8 and 9, 1984 (as - part of the meeting of the Florida
section of the !:-WTCA. To get on
the mailing list for further information about this group write to:
Fred Bair, Jr., Secretary ProTem,
at 606 Lake Lena, Auburndale, FL
33823 or call 813-967-3262. The
potential membership is described as
ebroad spectrum" of craft folk so
it would seem that a museum connection is not essential for joining.
NOTES & QUERIES
We are able to expand a little on
the entry in AWP for 5-1. SPICER. Belonging to the Farmers' Museum in
Cooperstown, NY, the plane is a 7/8"
ovolo of 18th C appearance. It is
9 7/8" long. The wedge finial is
rounded and the chamfers are flat.
Although originally described in the
Museum's catalog card as beech, David
Parke, Associate Director has told us
it is yellow birch.
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Tracings of wedge and toe end of an
unusual 18th C style plane collected
by Harvey Jeacock. As there are
Wappings in both Connecticut and London
this 101
/
4 " round marked IOSEPH AMES/
WAPPING may be either English or American. We lean toward a Connecticut origin for the plane was collected in
that state.
VIII-4-2

American Funds

In V-3-5 and VII-1-3 we reported J.A.Mc CELLU2, with the
final "S" reversed. The first report was from Gil Gandenberger of Cincinatti, OH, but we don't know where he
acquired it. The second was seen at a dealer's shop in
Syracuse NY. Bill Banner has now found one somewhere in
the Utica NY area and I just picked up another from an
Ithaca NY dealer who says he bought it in a set of old
planes owned by a man living on the west shore of Cayuga
Lake not far from Ithaca. Mine is a 5/8 ovalo, single
boxed, with a W.BUTCHER iron. The general appearance is
about 1840-50. Hopefully, someone poring over old records
in Central New York will come upon the name of J.A.McCellus.
The same dealer hadal" bead marked H.S.TANNER in a zig-zag
border. The stamp is very professional looking with very
distinctive lettering, although it is upside down. The
plane is double boxed with the left-hand piece nicely
dovetailed. It is stamped 8/8 on the heel. The construction is similar to that in the McCellus plane. The nose
has spring marks.
- Seth W. Burchard
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SOME VISUAL REPORTS FROM ALAN BATES

REPORTS PROM ALAN BATES
I: BLIZARD-this is a Frogatt look-alike if I ever saw one. It has rounded
chamfers and a wedge which could have been a pattern for the wedge in the
one B. Frogatt (zb) I own.
PRADSTREET-Vve seen one other example of this name on one of a group of
planes handed down in a U.S. family - a mixture of British and American
makers. Both planes appear late 18th C.
HARVEY-I could have sworn I've seen or heard of this maker before. With
flat chamfers and round wedge finial it looks late 18th C. See"11, HARVEY"
in Br II Problem Children.

his
four-a -T=5e
TIflNR-

is the only one of the group that's clearly 19th C. Though
U.S., it look possibly English.

acquired in England.

Interesting figure above name.

Common element with T. Jones is x stop. Very bold comma after
name. Though chamfers are flat, the shape of wedge and "J" instead of
suggest early 19th C.
ltilliWOMMET11.-"`sornewhat crude stamn. No stoo after "I". Professionally made
nlane. Stock is so narrow that usual characteristics (shoulder, chamfers)
are not nresent. Narrow chamfers on top of stock are rounded but wedge
finial is round.
411110Wirthis has bold flat chamfers and is of early length (9 3/4"). It
looks much earlier than the T.TIDD in my collection. It was found in
New England but no Tidds have been reported in archives there. I know of
one other with a U.S. collector.
WOMMINEWOOPPOIRIK two separate stamps on lower end of toe.
"transitional" but stock appears late 18th C.

Wedge is

WIGNALL -this mark has been sinted a few times before by others and reported in B-APS. What makes this one interesting is the owners name
4.vOSELEYIr Could this be John Yoseley's son William?
I WOOTON"--r -ovarall appearance is early - round wedge finial, filet at
shoulder corner, sloped on shoulder, 9 3/4" length.

TWO WEDGE TRACINGS FROM AN UNKNOWN CONTRIBUTOR
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SOME VISUAL REPORTS FROF ALAN BATES

SOME OBSERVATIONS FROM
JACK WILLIAMS

Does not have the Sleeper
OMMEMNIMMMOMMzb) on a well made moulder.
style wedge reported for 11TCOMB 111-3-7. 4-10 and JOSEPH TITCOMB
II1*4-13.
It has a W. ASH & Co. iron listed BPII as 1833

Wisconsin
L. J. FARWELL & CO
MILWI-ILII-CE WT k1b) on a 1" match tongue.
fri:m
became
a
Michigan Territory.
It
Territory was fo.med in 187,O
state in 1848 thereby dating L. J. FI::,RWELL & CO as operating at least
somewhere bett,een 1836 and 1848.
41001100 , on a plane for making a 5/8" raised half round.
Characteristics typical of British cir. 1900 Stamp not like P. HAYES
V-2-22
G. STARSIRD on a 1" rabbet (incuse)
SPRINGER MORLEY & GAUSE on a 7/8" dado made by AUBURN TOOL
probably dealer
O. (incuse) on a jack
As an addendum to my last letter after seeing the T. AIKMAN
article by Dave Truesdale VII-4-9 my .44IKMAN has the same stamp and was
collected in the Philadelphia area
(2b) 0.9" x 0.11" on a 1/2" be,T,,d with lignum
W. LOVLk\JD
vitae boxing (No typo, there is no E)

• •

W. DROOKS rabbet dated 1E08 on the toe
as 1791 - 1807

WPINA lists Brooks

possibly maple iron
D+ GEHRET on a 2 1/4" complex mcd.ilder,
Possibly French?
has ?LAW and a crown.
1.4" x 0.28"
Na le stamp is large
-111
B. COOLEY on an unusual ellispe (.7,b) large stamp
1.35"

V111-4-7

D. Alan Rothenberger notes: I recently acquired a circular rabbet plane measuring
x 1" wide marked on the fore end in embossed saw-tooth borders 8 -Raymond - a known
but previously unrecorded planemaker.

Body & wedge both made of beech, the wedge profile

matches that of a later example of W. Raymond of Beverly, Mass., who according to Pollak,
was his father.

The iron is marked Weldon, of Shefield, England 1778-1841.

overlap the working dates of B. Raymond-1836- 1846.

tir7;$.4.1111M,

1 Nil).."

1.4/1:100t4

These dates

PLANES IN 17314

We have reproduced
the section on the
plane from The
Builders Dictionary
published in 1734,
The writer obvious,l,
ly used Joseph
7oxon as a source
but also suprgies
new data.

V.D

PLANE in kincry, Efe.]
is an Edgd Tool or InItrument
for paring and fhaving Wood
fmooth, even, Err.
It confifts of a Piece of Wood
very finooth at Bottom, as a
Stock or Shaft ; in the middle
of which is an Aperture, thro'
which a Steel Edge rr Chiffel
placed Obliquely paffes, which
being very Sharp, takes off the
inequalities of the NN ood, it is
I.-lid along.
'Planes have various Names
according to their variousForms,
Sizes anA Ufes.
z. The Fore-Pr. A Nt which
is a very long one, and is ufually that which is firft urecl, the
Edge of its Iron, or Chiffel is
not ground Streight 5 but Riles
with a Convex Arch in the middle, to bear being, let the ranker: the ule of it being to take
off the greater irregularities of
the Stuff, and to prepare it for
the Imoothing Plane.
2. The p moo: hint PLANE is
fhort and finall, its Chiffel or
Iron being finer; its ine is to

FL
take off the greater irregularities left by the Fore-plane, and
to prepare the Wood for the
Jointer.
) • The 7ainter is the longell
of all ; its Edge being very
fi ne, and nor ftanding above a
Hair's Breadth: It is ufed after the Smoothing Plane, and is
chiefly defigned for fhooting
the Edge of a Board perfealy
!trait, for jointing frnooth Tables, esc.
4. rhe Strike Block is like
the Jointer, but fhortcr : Its
Ufe is to Ihoot .111°11 Joints.
5. l'he Rabbet PLANE is
us'd in cutting the upper Edge
of a Board, ftratt or fquare,
down into the Stuff, fo that
the Edge of another, cut after
the fame Manner, may join in
with it on the. Square ; it is
alfo us'd in ltriking Faiia's in
Mouldings. The Chafe] or
Iron of this Plane is full as
broad as its Stock,. that the
Angle may cut ftratt, and it
delivers its Shavings' at the
Sides, and not at the Top, like
the others.
6. 7e Plow, a narrow Rabbet Plane, with the Addition
of two Staves, whereon are
Shoulders. The Ufe of it is
to plow a narrow fquare Groove
on the Edge of a Board.
7. Moulding PLANES; of
thefe there are various Kinds,
accommodated to the various
Forms and Profiles of the
Mouldings; as the round Plane,
the hollo,:z, Plane, the Ogee,
the Snipes Bill, &c. which are
all of feveral Sizes, from half
an Inch, to an Inch and
half.
To

P
To ufe the Moulding Planes
on foft Wood, as Deal, Ef.:c.
They fet the Iron to an Angle
of 45, with the Bale or Socle
of the Plane. On hard Wood,
as Box, Wc. they fet the Iron
to an Angle of So Degrees,
fometimes quite upright.
To work on hard Wood, the
Edge or Bafil is ground to an
an Angle of 18 or 2o Degrees ;
to work on loft Wood, to an
Angle about 12, for the more
acute the Baal is, the fmoother
the Iron will cut ; but the
more ()inure, the ltronger.

PL

7o1nter is the longeft of all,
about al Foot long, the Edge
of its Iron being very fine, its
Ufe being to join two Boards
together, and make both Edges
perfealy (trait and fir to glew.
It has been often laid by
fome good Workmen, that
there is nothing to be made
perfealy (trait, round or fquare ;
yet I believe a very curious
Workman may do either ot
them, and demonitrate therl
to be fo, as for Initance tc
a Board than-.
Take two thin Boards, Acti.:
three or four Foot long, more
or lefs, and fhoot them both together .with a good Jointer till
Note the reference
they will join and be dole every
way, which may eafily be done
to the "Dutch
by a good Hand. Then will
Fore Loper"(voor
both Edges of thefe Boards be
looper) below.
perfea (trait Lines, for otherwife they would not join and
be dole.
The Smoothing Plane is 2
PLANE. Imlead of the Ar- fleort Plane about fix or feven
ticles Plane in the Didionary, Inches long: its chief tile is to
take thefe that follow.
frnooth and finifh the Work.
PLAN ES have various
The Strske Block is a fhort
games, according to their va- Jointer, about 13 or 14 Inches
long, to join Mouldings and
rious Forms and Ufes.
The Fore Plain (or as the fhort Work.
Dutch call it the Fore Loper)
The Rabbet Plane: The
is about IS Inches long; is the Iron of this Plane is full as
firft ufed to takeoff the greater broad as the Stock, that the
Irregularities of the Stuff, to Angle may cut 'trait, and it
prepare it for the riying Plane, delivers its Shaving at the
or the Long Plane the Edge Sides, And not at the Top like
of its Iron is ground with a Con- other Planes; its Ufe is to make
vex Arch, to bear being fet Slopes of Right Angles in the
the ranker.
Edge of a Board, and Fillets
The 7-rying or Long Plane, in -Mouldings, as the Anulets
is about two Foot long. • its in the Doric Capital, Egc.
k
Its Ufe i s to
-Life is to make the Work drair,
The Pr.c.
and prep-are it for the Jointer. plow narrow iquare Groves in
the

PL
the Edge of a Board to receive
the Edge ef 2 thinner Board
as the Edges of .the Frameing
is plowed to receive the Edges
of the Panneling in a Room of
Wainfcot.
Moulding Planes are of various Kinds, accomodatcd to
the various Forms and (Profiles
of the Mouldings.
Round and Hollow Planes,
are of feveral Sizes, from half a
Quarter of an Inch, • to two Inches and upwards 5 and curious
Workrnen have i6 P.tir of thefe
Planes, each differing half a
Quarter of an Inch, with which,
and the Snipes Bill and Rabbet
Plane, they Work the various
Sorts of Mouldings.
Notes & Queries
3o0 (raham long since
reported the label
sketched below. The
"S" of '1APSH is up—
sidedown. The mark
appeared on an excess
ively battered •
•
smoother.

An article written for the Noveber 1983 issue of t'.7e C-A777 Tool Shed.
THOSE CURIOUS INITIALS ON WHITE PLANES:
A REQUEST FOR HELP
by Carl E. Bopp
For over a year now, fellow CRAFTSman Peter T. Corrigan and I have been
researching the White family of planemakers in Philadelphia. We hope to
publish the fruits of our labor in the
not too distant future.
We have discovered that at one time
bench-hands working for the Whites
stamped their own initials near the
White makers-mark on the front of the
plane.
These initials are about the size
of a standard capital letter on a typewriter. Periods separate each initial,
but there is none following the last
letter. They do not stand out as prominently as the crowned initials that
appear on some Grant, Eastburn, and
other planes, and we believe that they
have a different meaning.
The "White intitials" are found on
some, but not all, planes marked "ISRAEL
WHITE--PHILAD." The list at the bottom
of this page shows all of the initials
that we have found thus far. It also
gives the names of the men we believe
these initials represent and the type
of plane each of these men made. I have
listed a plane type only when three or
more planes bearing the initials have
been reported.
This list should not suggest that
each workman was limited to a single
type of plane. We know, for example, of

five screw-arm plows and two screw-arm
sash fillisters marked "D.H". Of course,
both of these types require similar
techniques to manufacture.
We are asking all CRAFTSmen who have
any White planes with these or other
initials on them to report them to us, so
we can expand the list.
' • '

,
Israel White Imprint
Bearing Initials "S,L"
Please give the initials, the type
of plane and, if possible, a rubbing of
the imprint. Do not confuse these
initials with owner initials that might
also appear on the plane.
We would also like to hear from
anyone who has unusual White planes,
other White tools, or information that
might be of interest.
Write to:
Peter T. Corrigan
P.O. Box 323
Tuekerton, NJ 08087
or
Carl E. Bopp
101 Nicholson Rd.
Audubon, NJ 08106

INITIALS ON WHITE PLANES
Initials

Name

Type

A.M

Adam Miller

Bench

D.H

David Hanley

Two-Arm Plows

W.M.D

William McDaniel

Panel Raisers

S.L

Moulding

J.S

James Silcock

Pat. Three-Arm Plows

T.D

Thomas Donoho

Moulding

N.N

Nathan Norton

F.M

Frederrick Miller

VIII-4-10
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS
by Daniel M. Sernel

The plane with the above, heretofore unillustrated mark, is as
American as apple pie. The maker, DeValcourt, might have had
Spanish ancestry as did the famous New York City-born Irish
patriot, Eamon De Valera. His surname could also be French, but
there are no Continental signs about this ordinary
run-of-the-mill 19th century corner bead. However, when fellow
N.Y.C. collector, Jim Bigharn, told me he could obtain one for me
I jumped at the chance. In many years of looking I hadn't seen a
single one.
The maker's mark on the 9 7/16" beech stock doesn't look old. The
large incised letters in a crescent, framing a street address,
suggest a late 19th century date, but the handcut embossed
owner's stamp implies an earlier attribution. As usual Roberts'
New York State Planemakers is on the mark. The first New York
City directory listing for "planemaker" JOHN C. DeVALCOURT is
1827 making him one of the early planemakers in the city. Since
all subsequent entries list a "CHARLES DeVALCOURT", Roberts
suggests a father-son succession. I submit that the middle
initial "C" could also be interpreted as evidence that John "C."
DeValcourt is actually Charles DeVal court. A first directory
listing often requires correction the following year and for the
next 20 years the only DeValcourt listed is Charles DeVal court..
There is no record of the death of any DeVal court in New York for
a decade before and after 1827.
Roberts doesn't mention the 107 Elm Street address. Herein lies
the lore and lure of plane collecting. A DeVal court plane with
the above mark can be identified as an artifact made within a
three year period 150 years ago! 107 Elm Street was between
Walker and Canal Streets in downtown Manhattan. Charles
DeValcourt made planes there during 1833-35 only. Prior to that
he was at 29 Canal and in 1836 he was at 22 Canal Street. For 3
years beginning with 1837 he is listed as a grocer at three new
and different addresses. For the decade from 1840 through 1850
Charles DeValcourt's residence is listed but no occupation or
business address. This would suggest he is either elderly,
retired, unable to work or in someone's employ, though, in the
latter instance, business addresses began to be listed circa
18.50
There is no record of a filed Will or estate proceeding in
Manhattan which indicates either that DeValcourt died so poor
that he had no estate or moved from New York County around the
date of his last listing in the 1850 directory which was
published on June 29, 1849.
VIII-4-11

SOYE OBSE7VATIONS
Jerald R. Goolsby
I'm finally writing about planes that I now have or
have cleaned For friends or The Pioneer Museum of Dade City,
Fla.
I SLEEPER

two hollows, a cove with bead 2 3/4" wide,

and a filletster 3/8" cut with a fixed fence, All are 9 3/4"
long with flat chamfers.The mouth of the three narrower
ones have been butchered wider. Two irons are unmarked
while two are NEWBOULD. a tracing of the wedges shows
slight variations.

F M (fleur-de-lis) identical to report in 1-4-8
except 11 9/16" long by 1 1/8" wideogee with bead.
damaged by termites, wedge shows flat chamfers on top
Iron marked

G A S

E. LOCKWOOD zb on a 9 1/5" molding glane with flat chamfers
no iron, no wedge, Iron angle 52
MARTEN DOSCHER NEW YORK
9 1/2" long 7/8" skew rabbet
That is an E not an I in the incuse stamp. IRON has no marks
set at 510 skewed 22"
J ROBERTS lb on a 10 3/16" bead with flat plane 3 5/8" high
removable fence with three blunt point screws. IRON unmarked
no taper inconsistant thickness, angled at 630 skewed 13

VIII-4-12

G. LAKE

9 1/2 beading plane.

WM SOUDER
PHILAD

seperate zb a 9 1/2" triple boxed plane 1 15/18"
wide. Iron stamped
JAMES CAM

WOOD & LEGGAT
HAMILTON
JAMES OLIVE

seperate zb on a 9 1/2" tounging plane
Iron unmarked high nickle or chrome steel
3/16" thick at the small end tapers to 3/8"
incuse on a 9 1/2" double end tounge and groove
Iron marked W. BUTCHER

MOTTRAM & HOWARTH on an Iron in a 13 1/2" open tote smooth
plane, no marks. Both iron and cap have a grindstone finish, cap nut is just a punched hole
with threads. The names seem to be stamped
with a letter set and not a name stamp.
J. PEARCE
NEW YORK
N2 108

on a 7 7/8 coffin shaped block plane
the stamp is incuse. The iron seems to be a
54
new replacement marked
ESSLINGER & ABT
GARANTIE
GUSSTAHL

DEVEL

zb a hollow with flat chamfers 10 3/8" .long.

H.P.DANIELS zb on a 9 7/16" double drop leaf table plane
no iron or wedge

YOU'RE AN EGG-HEAD TO
PUT 3 ARVS ON A PLOW !

tz)

C83
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A HANDLED NOULDEP
By Rick Slaney
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While it may not be a clue to the plane's place of ori7in, it was
purchased at the : .arch 1983 auction of Dick Crane and Lee Thrra. at
Nashua, N.H.
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TWO PLANES COLLECTED BY GALE ZERKLE
Compare BOURNE, Vol VII-3-17.

Gale's plane was purchased in England.

Them DETER plane is an example of the much to be
desired work of an
early Philadelphian whose planes appear infrequ
ently.
(kM• DETER PPik.Api-9

GALE ZEe/eLE

THE
(
Mitited „*tates

IMP
('51
S 117
.
ffez. zz7e',

TRANSITIONAL AND METALLIC PLANE INFORMATION

pattut

ROGER K. SMITH, Editor

Offite.

CHARLES 0. MILLER, OF BRATTLEBOROUGH, VERMONT.

,./16 /0473 3
-,

/07efliedj.117/ 9,o?/c970,'

Letters Patent No. 104,153, &tad June 28, 1810.

IMPROVEMENT IN CARPENTERS' PLANES
The Sebedt.le referre4 to In than. Letters Patent and olalclog part of tho same

To all whom it may concern :
From the stock A projects a slotted arm, D, horiBe it known that I, CHARLES G. 311u.ta. of Brat- zontally, it being adapted to receive an arm of the
tlFhorough, in the county of Windham and State of horizontal gauge E.
ennont, have invented a new and improved CarpenTills gauge is made In thrin of a bar, about as long
ter's Plaits; and I do hereby declare that the f.,ilowing as the stock A. It is secured to a frame, e, wider,
is a full, clear, and exact description thereof, which will iias the arm f, fitting against the slotted anti D of
enable others skilled in the art to make and use the the stock.
saute, ictutence Wog bad to the accompanying draw-A screw, g, clamps the gauge E to the arm f, and
mg forming pal t of titis vecificarion.
permits the tiljustment of said gauge toward and
Figure 1 leptcsents a side slew of my improved ; away from the stock A.
plane, showing it provided with gauge and rabbeting- I
The gauge is beat lower than the 'rutting-edge of
plane.
i the knife, and has for its ot;fect to guide the plane
Figure 2 is ati end view, pat tly in section, of the along the edge of a board, for grooving or rabbetiug
same.
.puposeth
Another vertical gauge, F, which is, by means of a
Figme 3k a .itie slew of the same, showing it prowith a gro,a
slotted shank, it, and screw, f, secured to the face of
1. 'gine 4 is an end slew of the same.
the stock, serves to regulate the depth to wide!) the
Figure 5 is a detail transverse section of the sarne, i groove or rabbet is to be cut.
on the line z-x of iig. 3.
0 is a broad planleg-knife, secured to an obliqueplate. j, that projects from a horizontal plate,
Figure U Is a side view of the plain., showing it
1, of equal width.
without the rabbeting-gauge.
side the pistol has a projecting fiange,.m.
On
one
responding
Similar letters of iteference intlitrate em
The partsj lot constitute the detachable stock II
parts.
My invention relates ton carpenter's plane, and con- ; of the knife CI.
This stock can, by means of projecting hooks in
alas in certain improved means for making it convertible into a grooving, rabbeting, or snamthing- screws, it, be secured to the side of tile stock A, as in
fig. 2, in which case the plow must be removed.
plane as hereinafter specified.
The stock A is tatted, ta otherwise provided, to
the drawing, iepresents the stock of my lilt proved plane. It is a narrow plate, cast, or otherwise receive the fastening-device of the stock dl.
Provided
with the knife 0 and gauge K the phut°
thrilled of metal, with a handle, a, at its back end.
in fig. 2. Without the
Au inclined slot is cut in the stock A from the is prepared for rabbeting, as sninothing-planc,
for all
will be a plain
E,
it
gauge
lower edge, the said slot forming the Inclined bearingkinds of jobs.
surface ir for the plow or grooving-iron B.
clamp
to
frame
e,
the
iii
used
be
can
lieratf,
o,
A
This plow B, which is shown in figs. 3 and 5, has
the stock 11, as shown.
Its lower side grooved and fitted over the said in- the gauge E to the plate I of revention,
my
described
thus
Having
clined edge, as Indicated in fig. 5.
Letters
• I claim as new and desire to secure by
The plow is clamped by means of an I.-shaped lever,
C, which is with one end pivoted by a pin, c, to the Patent-gauge
the
situi
combined
1. The stocks A and H,
Stock A, while its other end is formed into a screw, to
arrangist
E, the three being constructed and relatiscly
receive a nut, el.
described.
the purpose
The upper arm of the lever C passes through. a at and for
consisting of im hoed
2. A detachable stock, B, fanged at is, all as and
tubular aperture of the stock, and has the nut tint
platej and horizontal plate I,
the upper end.
purpose sit...libel
By turning the nut the lever will be swung upon for the
CH A R LES I:. MILLER.
the plow, clamping the same to the stock. The plow
Wimecses:
can thus be readily adjusted and removed. This mode
MABEE,
W.
GEO.
of fastening planing-Irons is much more convenient
ALEX. F. ROBERTS.
than the ordinary wedge-now in use.

CHARLES G. tAILLEPic PATENT MODEL
It is the editor's oninion that the Miller's plane
now in the collection of Bud Steere is either the actual
patent model submitted to the Patent Office or Miller's
personal prototype model or both (see photo section).
The plane is identical in confiruration to. the patent drawings which are reproduced here. It is cast of
bron2e with ebony grips on the handle. It has ivory inserts-on the handle and ivory tips
It is stamped several times with the June 28,1870
patent date indicating Miller applied these stamps after
the patent was granted. The original owner found it at
a tag sale in Cooperstown, N.Y. about ten years ago. It
certainly is a rare historical artifact, and we thank Mr.
Steere for pending in the photos we have used.

1st Production Model of the Miller's Patent as
manufactured by the S.R.& L. Co. c. 1871-7h. Note
the "humpback" as shown on the patent drawing.
This—was -re-designed c. 1875 giving it a more
graceful appearance. See the last pg. of this Imp
for a comparison of design changes.
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E. G. STORKE, Agent
and Business Manatrer.

The Metallic Plane Company,
c-64an, G

ice; -6.?e --/„/_/ , 1c530.

To all who use Planes:
In practical mechanics, wood has, in nearly all cases, been superseded by iron. .*ools, especially, which require
to be
accurate, and that are exposed to nosch wear, are now made of iron or steel.
•
Planes form about the only eaception. They are still made of wood. It is surptising that it is so, when we consider the
severe and nice mechanical 4rvice to which they are applied. They should be at all times accurate and dutable: Indial admit that wooden P nes are rarely true, and, if made so, quickly wear 4 spring out of shape. Why, then, are
they so generally used ? Simply b use iron Planes, of proper construction and cost, cciuld not be had. The iron Planes made
and used in England, and to some *ern here, work perfectly, but their cost is three times, and their weight more
than twice that of our wooden Platies. But those are not the only, nor tie worst objections to them. Like all iron Planes
heretofore made, they "stick" to the wood, and require ni-arly Pelee rhe ,• .-(1. to more them. This has very properly prevented their general use. This adhesion is due to their nearly e
if entirely perfect, and placed upon a surface of wood
equally so, they would adhere to it with a force equivalent to fifteen pounil ii every square inch of contact. Practically, however, the difference is as above stated.
To overcome this adhesion, we lute or groove the face of our Plane, parallel to its length, and by %ditch the increased
friction and the atmospheric pressure are at once removed, while the eximilsess of the working face is still maintained.
Thus we overcome one serious, and hitherto fatal objection t.• iron Planes, for our Plane is moved with thescreatest ease and
steadiness.
•
We meet the next objection, that of weight, by making our Planes of the same weight as the average of wooden
Planes of the same kinds.
As to Cost: .While we makes Plane having all the .excellences_ of the English2lane, and many which it has not, we
furnisii it at leas than one-half the cod. This we are able to do only by the very perfect machinery employed in its manufacture.
ITS PECULIARITIES.—The Throat is adjustable, and can, in an instant, be made very line, or very coarse,
as desired, and being made of iron, and perfect, will always keep so.
The Bit is set for the work to le done, by simply moving the Lever "A" (see cut,) to the right or left. It is not loosened
Iv the movement.
The Bit is squared, with the face of the Plane, by the same movement of Lever "B." Both those movements
are
instantly and easily made by the fingers, while the Plane rests upon the work.
?de BIt Is diseased by a Nee -Joint at
and can be put is and taken out "as quick as wink." No hansom
is ever needed in using these Planes:
The Bit is firmly bedded, at its heel, c1o,e t 7ie bevel, on es,ct, brass bearing., and when the toggle-l
int is
closed, it is tightly pressed upon tbus, sod never trembles. It is, tAerejsre, jest the Plane for hard
roods, the ends of imod, fe.
No time is lost in taking out or putting in the iron, or in setting theta, and the cost of these
Planes trill be saved many timee,
by this item alone.
The Knob, "D," serves a double purpose,— to guide the Plane while in me, and to adjust
the throat.
This Plane is durable, and will last a young mechanic his life time, and the difference to
him, in its cost, ever defective wooden Planes, will not be ten rests a year! Can he afford to be without
it?
•
WHAT IT WILL DO.— It works very easily, and is just the thing for fine
work of every kind, and for
tough, "eaty" timber, which it smooths perfectly. On the ends of wood, hard
or soft, it works peculiarly well. Try it.
SEVERAL PLANES IN ONE.— The Jack -Plane, for instance, is, at once, Smooth,
a
a Jack and a Fore-Plane,
and for mitres, is also a Block-Plane, and, in an instant, can be changed to eW.er. In
fitting Sash, Doors, Blinds, he., it is the
only Plane required. Three of our Planes do the full work of four wooden
Planes, and thus save chest room and luggage.
•
IT WORKS BARD WOOD PERFECTLY. —Here its accuracy and nice
adjustments come into full use, and no
other Plane can compare with it. It has special claims upon every
Wagon, Carriage, Car, Comb, Boat, Skip,
Plough, Cabinet, Chair, Coen, Pattern, Frame, Organ, PlanoForte, or AgriesIteind Implement
Maker, besides its general use in tie work of the carpenter. It saves Time, Money,
Muscle, and to the neat mechanic,
"vexation of spirit."
Moires::
E G. STORIKE, Agent, Auleca, N. Y.

"c,"

THE METALLIC PLANE CO.
Willis Barshied, Jr. has sent in copies of the original instructio
n sheets for the
Palmer's Patent Plane manufactured by The Metallic Plane Co. of Auburn, N.Y.
See p. 170
of P-TAMPIA for a photo, advertising and patent informatio
n on this plane.
It is interesting to note the "propaganda" extolling the many
advantages of metallic
planes over the conventional wooden bench planes.
viii
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DIRECTIONS FOR ADJUSTING PALMERS' IRON PLANE.

4atilli11011111M12i
0 I/NT a" E i.

SMOOTHING-PLANE.

JACK -PLANE.

To take out the Bit.—Unlock the TvgleJoitit C.
To fasten the
its bearings at the heel and on its face, lay it in the proper teeth Of the Ratchet, and lock
the Toggle•Joint. „
To regulate the cut.— Ptah Lerer A to the right or left.
To square the edge of the Bit.—Use Lever B.
To adjust the Throat.—Turn Knob D firmly to the left, one-half round, which loosens the section in the lace of the
plane, which can then be placed where you desire, and firmly fastened by turning the Knob to its original position.
To adjust the Toggle-Toint to Bits varying in thickness, or give them the desired tightness in their bed. Raise
or lower screw E at its base.
To place the Cap.—Fasten the Bit and open the Throat. Then put the Cap in place and fasten the thumb-screW,
lightly. All these adjustments are instantly made.

UNIFORM RETAIL PRICES,
The uniform retail prices of our planes

art SS

follows, namely:

Smooth-Plane, 9 inches lung; 2 inches iron, with Cap,
6t
6‘
"
15 "
Jack -Plane,
21
21 66
It
24 66
it
Jointer,

5,50
6.

Price of complete set, including Caps,
These three Planes answer folly all die purposes of four wooden planes.

PRICES TO THE
Single sets,

.)

in. 0,50.

24 --- per cent. off.

TRADE.

Five sets or more,

per cent. off.

PRICES OF BITS OR CUTTING IRONS.
0,.15

21 0,60.

Discount to the Trade,

2cf ---- per cent.
Our Bits or Cutting irons are made of Solid Steel, and of the finest of Eniglish Plane Iron Stock, made to our
order. They are tempered by Reynoids, Celebrated • Patent Process, which, al3 now perfected, produces wondertul
results, in the keenness, toughness asid durability of the Irons, one of which will outlaip several of ordinary
temper, and
give much better satisfaction. Try them.
We hereby authorize all Hardware Dealer, to rermit their customers to try our Planes, and to return to us within three
months, all that are not satisfactory.
A trial order is respectfully solicited.
Address,

E. G. STORKE,
SPECIAL NOTE

Agent,
Auburn,
N. Y.

We want to give Special Thanks to all of the members who have contributed advertising,
photos of planes, and other data throughout the year. It has helped to make this an
interesting, informative and successful publication.
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MILLER'S PATENT COMBINED PLOW, FILLETSTER AND MATCH PLANE.

1st Model
c. 1871-7h
Note "Humpback"

2nd Model
C. 1875-18811
Note Design Change
of Frame

3rd Model
C. 1885-1895
Note esign Change
of Fence

NOM: The two models on left are shown with fillctter bottoms removed.
CHARDOILLET'S PATENTED IRON PLANE;
In P-TAMPIA this writer speculated that
the plane shown in Fig. 19, p. 22 might be
Chardoillet's patent. New information uncovered indicates this was not the Chardoillet
patent.
Some months ago John Wells submitted
photographs of an unusual iron plane with a
unique cutter adjustment mechanism. (See
photo section.) The plane was purchased from
Roy Arnold, of England, who had found it in
Prance.
Another nearly identical plane is pictured in the June 1983 issue of the E.A.I.A.
Chronicle in an article entitled "Some Unusual
Planes", by Kenneth Hawley. Mr. Hawley is a
proprietor of the leading "new tool" store in
- ngland, and is also a collector of
Sheffield, i
antique tools. The article indicates that the
plane is of French oririn. "Cast on the right
side of the frog are the words: Brevet D'invention sans garanti due gouver". On the left
side is one word only which appears to be
"Chardonle," but the letters are obscure. This
could easily be a misread for Chardoillet.
William S. Loughborough of Victor, N.Y.
was granted patent NO. 10,748 on April h, 185h
for an iron bench plane. (See P-TAMPIA, pp.
83-84.) In the patent specifications he refers
to M. Chardoillet's patent, quoted here:
"s, seen in Figs. 1, 2, and 5, is the stem
through which the screw (d) — (seen in Figs. 1-2,) —

works, and as if forms a part of the body, or stock of the
plane, — being cast with it, it requires no fitting or adjusting thereto, as is the fact with that part of M. Chardoillet's planes, and the lever cap, and bit in his, being
connected with this stem, directly, and the whole made
to swing on a pivot that unites them with the stock, —
the combination is much more complicated in that respect, than mine, besides, I avoid the necessity of a cap
as a distinct and separate part, by using the lower end of
the adjustable lever-cap, (1), as a cap, when a double
iron is required, thereby producing two desirable results,
with one device."

The description of Chardoillet's patent
matches the mechanism shown on the plane.
This evidence indicates that the planes in the
possession of Mr. Wells and Mr. Hawley are examples of M. Chardoillet's patent and were
manufactured in France sometime prior to 1854.

Patent Adjustable Cam Stop,
For Nos. 45 and 55 Planes.

NEW STYLE

OLD STYLE

This Adjustable Cam Stop. now furnished with each
No. 45 and No. 55 Plane, fastens to the arm between
the plane and fence, and acts as a rest. when fence and.
main stock are used some distance apart, as, for instance
in center beading, it supports the plane, thereby keeping
it always level and square with the work. The depth is
regulated by turning the Lam Stop on the arm to the
proper adjustment.

This addition will be found a very

desirable improvement.
STANLEY RULE & LEVEL CO.

Frank Flynn has sent in the instruction
sheets for the Cam Stop. Illustrations of two
designs are shown, but since the instructions
are identical one set is eliminated. The left
illus. is dated Dec. 11;, 1906 and the right
illus. is dated June 18, 1912 indicating that
the first design was used about 6 years.
The Cam Stop was patented by Justus Traut
on July 9, 1901 (NO. 678,309). It was called
a fence support in the patent specifications.
According to Al Sellens in The Stanley Plane,
p. 73, the Cam Stop or Rest was first equipped
with the NOS. 45 & 55 planes starting in 1905.
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RARE MILLER 1S PATENT MODEL OF 1870
Bud Steere Collection

VOL VIII — 3 & 4

3.) CHARDOILLET'S PATENTED IRON PLANE
John Wells Collection

PHOTO SUPPLEMENT

2.)

IMP,

TALK VOL.

PHOTOS ILLUSTRATING THE

11P1

VOL VIII -

3& 4

PLANE TALK VOL,

SUTTON'S LOCK & BUTT ROUTER PLANE
4.) Ruben Morrison Collection

PHOTO SUPPLEMENT

PHOTOS ILLUSTRATING THE

STANLEY NO. )45 E COMBINATION PLANE
Charles Crouch Collection
Does any member know the significance of the E ?

PHOTOS ILLUSTRATING THE

IMP

VOL VIII - 3 & 4

3.) CHARDOILLET'S PATENTED IRON PLANE
Ken Hawley Collection

6. )

TANNEP'S SCRAPING PLANE
Clyde Kendrick Collection

R.) VARIATION OF I. CARPENTER'S 1868 PATENTED PLANE
'
Harry Derstler Collection

PLANE TALK VOL. VIII PHOTO SUPPLEMENT

PLANE TALK VOL,

A handled bridle plow acquired in England by Alan Bates. It is marked
Humphries & Co. in script on the toe. Arms are ebony, fence and stock
are beech and the bridle is iron. Fittings are brass. Alan
believes
this striking tool is very likely Scottish, though Humphries is
not
listed in Goodman. He might have been a dealer. The plane is
a dead
ringer for another, owned by the tool dealer it was bought from, which
has the name of a recognized Scottish maker.

PHOTO SUPPLEMENT

I

An American bridle plow owned by Gale Zerkle. It was made by BENJAMIN
LAPE/CINI 0., 1842-46- who also worked in Madison, Indiana. The depth
stop is marked by John Wheatcroft, Cincinnati, 1842-44.

PHOTO SUPPLEMENT
PLANE TALK VOL,

A Wheelwright's "spoke shooting" plane collected by Ery Schaffer.

Plane by M : SMALL owned by Ery Schaffer. The nose profile is similar
to R. Burman (-1749 -51), Phillipson ( 1750-65), and W. Loveage (17352" length, it appears to be of c.1740/
43). Other than the plane's 91
One additional bit of information
R.SMALL!
parallels
1760 vintage and
480.
is
angle
blade
is that the

PHOTO SUPPLEMENT

from the Eric Gannicott

PLANE TALK VOL.

A beautiful brace of planes made by C.HARWOOD
collection. Photo by Hank Yeatman

A PLANE TALK EXTRA
A Necessity
As almost everyone who reads this page must know A GUIDE TO AMERICAN WOODEN
PLANES AND THEIR MAKERS by Emil and Martyl Pollak is published and has already been greedily seized upon by students and fanciers of planes. There
Is no need to review it in the usual way here but we do want to make it
known to all who may possibly have missed it that it is available and should
be on the shelf or in the jacket pocket of anyone interested in the wooden
plane as it was known during perhaps two hundred years of documented manufacture in the United States.
Its strong and flexibly soft-bound 335 five by eight inch pages contain
roughly 1300 biographical entries and 700 reproductions of the stamped
imprints of those who made and sold planes during our handicraft years.
AGTAWP consolidates previously published information from many sources plus
a large amount of fresh research in an enormously convenient and well organized format. Most of the dealers who handle wooden planes are offering
It - cover price $15.00 plus postage - and it is also available to EAIA
members at a savings through their Book Sales program (see announcements).
Although the authors are already at work on a new and expanded edition,
do not wait to get your copy which will pay for itself many times over in
both interest and useful information. This is one of the BIG ones.

.6.1ASAVA

A few labels shown in A GUIDE
TO AMERICAN WOODEN PLANES...

W.H.BLYES 'PATENT
APRIL
1849

Out Damned Spot
With E%IA meet only hours away we completed the pasting up of PLANE TALK
VIII-1 and VIII-2 and deposited them with our printer. That was a horrid
mistake. We have had some cheesy reproductions before and admittedly our
copy is always rough and ready but the issues that met our sight when we
got back from the meeting were horrible. We considered a reprint but the
delay entailed would add much to the waiting time for issuance of the
Bulletin, since our time for enveloping, addressing and all the other jobs
that go with getting an issue out is tightly limited by the fact that we
are again going from home. With great reluctance, and remembering that the
purpose of PLANE TALK is information and not the promulgation of beautiful printing, we decided to send out the flawed issues with our apologies.
Perhaps this problem can be licked with future issues. We are experimenting with a hot wax machine paste-up using a piece of equipment donated by
a member and when this goes into operation we expect to avoid the possibility of paste-up lines and related messiness no matter how careless the
print job.
OVER

An Admirable Accomplishment
An excellent regional study of planes and planemaking will be found in the
newly published SHAVINGS FROM THE PAST, a catalog of the wooden plane collections of the Chemung County Historical Society and the DeWitt Historical
Society of Tompkins County. Published in cooperation with the Early
American Industries Association, the 27 page catalog contains a splendidly
informative commentary on planemakers in the area of Ithaca and Elmira,
New York by Seth W. Burchard. Ten 'flustrations including ones showing the
patent planes of M.B.Tidey and William -% Blye and a marvelous photo of a
late 19th Century or early 20th t„entury cabinetmaker in his workshop add
great interest. The work also details the entire wooden plane collections
of the two Societies. These are available for study by appointment and
represent to a considerable degree surviving kits of local craftsmen. To
most of us interested in planes and to everyone interested in the planes and
hand woodworking industries of New York State, SHAVINGS FROM THE PAST will
prove a valuable and attractive acquisition. Designed and arranged by
Craig Williams of the DeWitt, the catalog is an admirable example of what a
local historical society can provide. It is soft bound, Iv pages long and
the
9 inches by 6 inches in size. Available at $5.00 plus postage through
it
NY
14850,
Ithaca,
DeWitt Historical Society, 116 North Cayuga Street,
will also be an EAIA offering at a later date at an expected price of $4.00.
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GIVE ME A CALL

A. M. SEAMAN, 87 N. ALBANY STREET.
From Norton's Ithaca City Directory for 1890-91.
Courtesy of the DeWitt Historical Society.

Trade Card of M. B. Tidey of Dundee, New York,
about 1854. Courtesy of Vaino Poysa, Ithaca, New York.

Two advertisements by New York State planemakers as reproduced in
SHAVINGS FROM THE PAST.

